
Epigenetically orchestrated chromatin landscapes 
represent the rules of functional genome organization

Nucleosomes, the octameric protein complex consisting of histones H3, H4, H2A, and H2B represent the basic layer of the chromatin organization¹. Post-translational modifications of histone tails²  
(mainly H3) and sequence variants of histones³ (mainly H2A, H3, and H2B) constitute epigenetic instructions relevant to enzymes that can remodel the chromatin environment. We identified that certain 
non-random combinations of epigenetic marks are massively overrepresented in the genome. These combinations are called chromatin states4, and they represent the approximate pool of 
nucleosomal diversity of the cell.
 The discovery of a relatively small nucleosomal diversity (26 chromatin states in Arabidopsis5) opened up the idea that different chromatin environments could be assembled on groups of genes 
with shared regulatory pathways, using these specific states. To discover recurring patterns in the chromatin state organization, we performed Affinity Propagation (AP) clustering6 on the emission 
probabilities of epigenetic marks on bins of 200 bp along the length of all genes in Arabidopsis. 
 We identified 145 distinct clusters of chromatin state assemblies on genes, which we call Chromatin Landscapes. We identified several different variants of chromatin landscapes within the three 
major domains of chromatin namely- Euchromatin, Facultative and Constitutive Heterochromatin. In all cases, Chromatin Landscapes contain genes that, on average, are turned on or off at similar 
levels. Genes within constitutive heterochromatin, generally inactive areas, display simplicity, usually featuring a uniform chromatin state across the gene. Genes in the Euchromatin are difficult to 
categorize into smaller groups, likely because they are highly active and their chromatin states might be affected by epigenetic changes that occur co-transcriptionally. Finally, the genes in the chromatin 
landscapes of facultative heterochromatin show the most diversity in terms of chromatin state organization on genes and their respective expression levels. We suspect that these are the genes that 
represent the chromatin environment that is preset and can be modulated by their respective regulatory machinery in different tissues, time of development or even in response to external factors. 
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Thinking gene-by-gene: from chromatin states to 
chromatin landscapes
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Many ways to build a gene: towards functional 
genome organization
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Dynamic time wrapping of the 
emission probabilities followed by 
Affinity Propogation (AP) clustering 
on protein-coding genes pridicts 145 
chromatin landscapes in Arabidopsis

Brendan J. Frey and Delbert Dueck.; Science (2007)

Figure 3: Arrangement of chromatin states on genes in 145 chromatin landscapes 
identified by Affinity Propogation clustering.

Clustering groups of genes with similar 
chromatin state patterns on genes

Figure 2: Illustration of Affinity propogation clustering by 
passing messages between data points. Adapted from 
Brendan J. Frey and Delbert Dueck.; Science (2007).

Making sense of the complexity: merging similar 
groups

Figure 1 (A): Chromatin states of model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. The bubble plot 
shows the Emission probabilities of histone modifications and variants. The size of the 
bubble represent values of emission probabilities ranging between 0 and 1. 
(B) The concept of chromatin landscapes: The steriotypical assemblies of chromatin 
states on genes. Displayed are two schematic examples of chromatin landscapes, one 
showcasing high expression levels and the other demonstrating lower expression levels.
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Figure 4: Agglomerative clustering of the examplars help in merging clusters with 
similar patterns into fewer groups

Summary and Outlook
1. Chromatin states represent the nucleosomal diversity of cellular chromatin.
2. Groups of genes share similar chromatin state assemblies.
3. Chromatin landscapes can be identified using Affinity Propogation clustering on 

the emission probabilities of chromatin states.
4. Genes within facultative heterochromatin landscapes exhibit significant diversity 

in chromatin state organization.
5. Chromatin landscapes may represent the presets of chromatin environment 

ready to be interpreted by the regulation machinery in different contexts.
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